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        [image: Watch: Reaction to the news Newshub will close on July 5.]
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        [image: Billy Dee Williams has spoken out about blackface outrage.]
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        [image: Related video: Michael Morrah reports on the announcement. (February 2024)]
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        [image: Related news: TVNZ has confirmed consumer rights show Fair Go will be cut, alongside two news bulletin shows.]
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        [image: Related video: Alec Baldwin says he's heartbroken after firing a prop gun that killed a cinematographer on set. ]
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        [image: Watch: TVNZ has confirmed consumer rights show Fair Go will be cut, alongside two news bulletin shows.]
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        [image: Watch: AM hosts couldn't hold their laughter in at the photo of Winston Peters.]
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        [image: Kate Hawkesby's suggestion Māori and Pasifika patients are prioritised for surgery due to their ethnicity was misleading and discriminatory, the Broadcasting Standards Authority (BSA) has ruled.]
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        [image: Air NZ staff prepare the new venison on parmesan polenta dish. ]
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        [image: Related video: The average Auckland property price soars to $1.2 million in latest data.]
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        [image: Related video: Gross Domestic Product fell 0.1 percent in the December quarter -the second quarter in a row, meaning New Zealand's in technical recession. ]
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        [image: The gift cards are being sold at several retailers across New Zealand.]
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        [image: A select committee will investigate farmers' claims of disparity between rural and urban bank lending practices.]
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        [image: Watch: Concerns more people buying Lotto tickets due to cost of living crisis. ]
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        [image: Watch Zane Small's report on Newshub Live at 6pm. ]
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        [image: Related video: Lotto's Lucy Fullarton tells AM about Kiwis' chances of winning Powerball.]
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        [image: The market for retro video games and collectibles is booming, with the rarest items selling for millions.]
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        [image: Police have arrested five men following a major fight on Tuesday afternoon.]
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                                                        Five arrested after major fight involving baseball bat, barstool  

                                                        Police have arrested five of the seven people involved in the incident. 
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        [image: Related video: Franklin local board member Gary Holmes speaks to AM about the anger surrounding Waiuku speed cameras.]
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                                                        The speed cameras have been particularly unpopular since speed limits on key roads in the Franklin area were lowered.
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        [image: Watch: Reaction to the news Newshub will close on July 5.]
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                                                        The news was announced this morning by Warner Bros. Discovery ANZ.
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        [image: Related video: The average Auckland property price soars to $1.2 million in latest data.]
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                                                        "I looked at it and I tried to figure out how the numbers could be so big."
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        [image: Watch: New footage and eye witness accounts have casted doubt over the deadly aid delivery.]
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                                                        Watch: Footage casts doubt on Israel's timeline of deadly Gaza aid delivery

                                                        Several people believed if they weren't killed while attempting to get flour, they would die of hunger instead.
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        [image: Billy Dee Williams has spoken out about blackface outrage.]
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                                                        Former Spurs star Kane haunts Arsenal, as Bayern Munich earn Champions League draw

                                                        His go-ahead penalty was his 39th goal for the German club this season and 15th against Arsenal in his career.
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        [image: Related video: Michael Morrah reports on the announcement. (February 2024)]
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                                                        WBD confirms Newshub will close in early July, no deal for external production

                                                        The results of the consultation into the proposal to shut down Newshub have been revealed.
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                                                        New whistleblower claims about Boeing model popular with Air NZ under investigation

                                                        The alleged risks could become catastrophic as the airplanes age.
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        [image: Real Madrid celebrate the equaliser against Manchester City.]
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                                                        Man City, Real Madrid battle out six-goal draw in Champions League quarter-final

                                                        The rivals are the last two teams to win the European club trophy.
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        [image: Watch: Hora Hora School principal Pat Newman speaks with Newshub Late. ]
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                                                        'As useful as tits on a bull': Principal slams Govt's truancy plan, calls for cross-party action  

                                                        "It's not going to do anything, and it shows this guy who thinks he knows everything knows bugger all nothing." 
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        [image: Te Maire Martin explains his recovery philosophy during 2023.]
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                                                        'Can't tell you my spots': Fishing key to Warriors star Martin's return from injury-cursed season

                                                        The five-eighth returned to first grade for the big win over South Sydney.
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        [image: Watch: Westland District Mayor Helen Lash on AM.]
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                                                         Live: 'Significant rain event' hits New Zealand, several warnings in place

                                                        There is an increased likelihood of escalation to a red heavy rain warning on Wednesday morning.
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        [image: Related video: Police Minister Mark Mitchell hasn't read a key report saying there's little evidence Police's aerial operations targeting cannabis are disrupting supply.]
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                                                         'Someone will be disappointed': Police seize over 100 cannabis plants on unsuspecting man's property

                                                        The "commercial-size" growing operation was discovered on an unsuspecting farmer's property
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        [image: Watch: Chris Hipkins reacts to the latest 'word cloud' research survey.]
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                                                        'Not obsessed about it': Hipkins reacts to what Kiwis really think of him in surprising 'word cloud' 

                                                        "There's still two and a half years to go before the next election." 
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